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Dear Lord Mayor

Project to “green” bitumen in southern portion of G.S. Kingston Park / Wirrarninthi (Park 23)

The Adelaide Park Lands Preservation Association shares the City of Adelaide's goal "to 

increase green space across the city".  At a time of global pandemic, parks and green spaces 

have never been more important for maintaining physical and mental health.  APPA has 

embraced a current campaign by the global organisation World Urban Parks during this 

pandemic on the theme "Nature Never Closes".

Long before the arrival of COVID-19, the City of Adelaide identified "Green" as one of the four 

key themes in the City's Strategic Plan 2016-2020.  One of the Objectives in that Plan is to 

"enhance biodiversity in the Park Lands".  One of the City's promised actions in that Plan is to 

"work with local communities on public greening activities that will beautify streets and parks."

I have previously congratulated you for recent re-vegetation carried out as part of the South 

Park Lands Creek remediation.  I also note the City's recent re-vegetation success in Ellis Park / 

Tampawardli (Park 24) on the northern side of Sir Donald Bradman Drive.

This letter is to urge you to keep up the momentum in 2020-21 and translate the relevant 

objective in the City's Strategic Plan into one specific activity that might be at least partially 

funded within the City's 2020-21 Business Plan.  This would also be in line with current Council 

policy of returning alienated areas of Park Lands back to Park Lands.

In late 2019 we surveyed our members and supporters to identify an advocacy goal for 2020, 

in relation to potential restoration of areas within the Park Lands.  We proposed a priority 

choice of four sites, each one presently used for car parking or storage. 






